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May 3, 1970

Dear Dr. Wolff,

I am writing you this note because you expressed a wish to

have some "feedback" on the ideas you have expressed in the book

The Philosophy of Consciousness Without an Ob ect . I have read

the book. I have heard some of your talks about it . I think I

"know about" your philosophy ; however, I also feel that my ":ac-

quaintanee with" the introceptual content symbolized by the

conceptual formulation is not as intimate as I would like--al-

though from time to time I do feel to a greater or lesser degree

"on-the-beam" of a more or less unrestricted level of consciousness .

At such times I do feel that'I may, perhaps should.,fitranscribe:the

content of these states by- reference to-some commonly held schema .
1~ '7

But when- all -I' am- capable o=f saying is sheer' speaulatfon or mere

recitation, I think twice about breaking into a eonvers4tion which

is already of a transcriptional nature . Afterall, anything that

I could add of a speculative nature to a transcriptional presenta-

tion benefits nobody . On the other hand, if a conversation is only

speculative, I don't mind adding to the speculation in .a detached

uncategorical way . As Plato has said, and indeed as you have said,

brooding over conceptions (especially those impregnated from above

by the introceptual Father) tends to arouse the introceptive func-

tion into action--for a transcriptional conceptual presentation

carries a transforming power into the collective Unconscious which

finds acceptance there due to the unconscious influence exerted

by the as yet un-Awakened activity of the introceptive function .

Indeed this same unconscious activity of the introceptive function

accounts for the fact that man has a metaphysical "disposition" .



I hope in the brief paragraph above to have given at least some

"feedback" and not just a little static interference .

I would like to know what your opinion of a collected works

of Franklin Merrell-Wolf would be . My own feeling is that a vol-

ume or series of volumes comprising X11 of your written and spoken (on tape)

teachings would not only be fitting but also most helpful to those

on the Way. If you agree, 1 think the Phoenix Philosophical Press

would begin work immedeately . If we could financially manage it,

I think the complete set should be professionally printed rather

than mimeographed. But th4 remains to be seen .

Also, if it is not too late, and if you have the time, would

you please read into the tape some or all of the poetrye that you

. , ~-- - - -have--written -in .Pathways --Aurobindo is _ onlyy one of the,best . ~,



_: Dear .: Dr . Wolff, .-,

A few questions have arisen in my mina which I am•as yet-not able

to answer--if answer there be . r•ir_st of all I am undecided, about

the-relationship between what seemsto me at,times to be two-di.f-- . .

ferent paths of yoga--the first path I conceive of as being . oriented

toward the Transcendental,-and the sec ond path semms to be oriented
(autochi.thFnic).~!'t~~''

more toward the De endental, to ec~ln: e t m ::~ ".=1~ore precisely, the

'question is, what =is the-relationship, between - the psychological

notion of the collective, unconscious and. the metaphysical notion;-- .

of ' intmceptual. 'knowledge? Why is"A t,thaEt -we speak , of - descending .into

to'the unconscious but°ascendine.; to the , transcendental? Is there

in fact a = reo1 • difference in method : and orientation here or Is,". . .. ;

'the-:descent'.a 'preliminary step to the, ascent? -_ qr- are -- the words--

descent and ascent - simply relative -toto--the, ;,base - of,. reference taken, ,

at-'tkie start and 'not Yto `-- the di reaction in which ones consciousness

" actually''.travels?, '. What ; can -be gotten out , of -:the , collective un- .

" conscious--a"new Self-identity Instead of -the ego-identity -- or doe`s

.*.',even this " Self-identity" remain . something lessg than 'the realization `

of what has been called the true Self, or Atman . .

I am afraid that I may be only a little " off the beam" and

therefore making very little . sense in even trying '-to formulate

e_ such~a ;problem--I maybe dealing with a 'seeming"problem and nothing

of any consequence . What I am-getting at , is a distinction be-

tween the real mean ing, if-there is in fact a distinction to be

got at, of saying that"the pearl-beyond price is found in the mud"

and saying that "the pearl beyond price is found in the transcendent ."

Can a metaphysical distinction be made between the Jungian path of

Individutttion'and'the mystical path of Self-realization? Perhaps
what I ain` searching for is a more detaialed analysis of the blanket-term



"collective unconscious" and a more detailed analysis of what is meant

by what you have called the introceptive organ, rfaculty-°or function

of consciousness (you have"sa.id' that the-third function may not

be' a` simple • funetion but- that it may be a . complex one) .- -If - it is :-

confplex ,, - would an analysis , of -its compexity into,itsparts b:e of -

any -use ?. ' .. ,.

PS On,-the 'tape , I heard you - say that-after your 'series of realizations

you' heldL ela`ssc.s in : order t i research mystical:literature -and, also.

primarily 'to ' induce - something of .'the mystical - consciousness, into •~ the

students .- You also m'ent.iond that you had devised a-way .. of "catharsis"

which proved very- valuable . -Whit was studied at'-these classes?

What was the way af_ . catharsis" ? and.-how - .were the classes _ conducted--

~what z procedure was `-' foll owed --lecture? } discussion ? . - .- ;. ,

PPS I hope" that you' will have time to record . the., Savitri-,oS-tape

.nd°also " some of'y~ur own poetical expression from Pathways -your- _•

time ` might' not 'be available .for ' such work -= " lp ease don t t . _feel obliged

to read these ;, on to the tape or to struggle .through ' my peculiar --,set'-'-

ofof questions for that 'matter .

Also, what can you, add on the distinction' '* that `Jung ` makes in his

essay "Concerning Rebirth" between natural transformation (individuation)

a) ? "'and technicalA transformation' ( yo9



P .O . Box F, Lone Pine , Calif . 93545 ; Nov. 10, 1972

Dear Bruce :

Is it still raining in Phoenix? I hadn't seen so much rain
in years as we had in Tucson, and more rain prevented us
from our little trip . We just came home, not straight, but
just slightly round-about .

Franklin was psychically drained before we left Phoenix,
and with the damp weather on top, he has his old virus
pneumonia back, only this time with oxygen starvation . We
spent four nights down at a motel at lower altitude where
the air would be denser and it did .give him some relief,
but we acquired an oxygen tank which he has to use a good
deal of the time . Without it he would be in very serious
trouble . Fred t and Erma are on the job, long distance .
It is a long, slow climb back up .

I promised Alix Taylor I would write to you ., Did you meet
her? She wants',to, start 'a magaz .ne, a quality publication
for general consumption, I . gather . She has no funds but. a
lot of talent, I gather . She is most certainly discerning
when listening to the tapes, about. as much as anybody, . and
has great admiration for Franklin's works . I She has one
published autobiographical novel, wa is under contract to
Knopf, I think it is, for another, but prefers more serious
stuff to fiction, .more worth-while things . Main Currents
Magazine published a book review she did on Carlod Suarez,
"The Cypher of Genesis'. ', a Kabbalistic work, and she seems
to have been on the editorial stad'f, I think it was, of
some magazine, I forget what . . She is French, but was a
member of a Theosophical Society-in London .

I think she'would like, to team up with somebody, and since
you now have the Bulletins and access to printing equipment,
it seems to me you should be the logical person, if willing .
The last piece of work I saw of yourvlooked professional
and handsome . Suares is a good friend of Alix and she feels
sure that he will contribute articles, also Buckminster
Fuller, another friend, would, she feels . Then there are
Franklin's works to draw'on .. She says "Main Currents"
started 'on .a'shoestring and'that their contributors are
not paid, yet it is a beautiful publication and'features
writers like Govinda, Gue'rither, ?i-nybe Trungpa

I would cooperate any way I .could in,helping to-get this
thing -started if you are .interested, •tho. I am too . swamped
with other things to 'take any permanent part in it . I did
have such'a'baby ix mind earlier, with the idea of getting
somebody to launch it, and I dug . out .*some notes I had made
a'couple of years ago including suggested names for a pop-
ular but 'worthy "Wisdom Religion" publication, one for
youth and one for children, together with general depart-
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ments and tables of contents
feels the need for something
that is not just trashy, but

- titles for articles . Alix
you can buy on the bookstands
uplifting and s6lid .

Why don't you think this over and=then write her? Address :
Miss Alix Taylor
P .O . Box 52, Lone Pine, Ca . 93545 .

She is looking into the financial aspects too, such as cost
of paper, a printing process that calls only for a polaroid
camera, typewriter with changeable type, etc . Then adver-
tising and promotion would have to be considered . It may
take a little staff . She showed me an astrology magazine
which is mostly typed then photographed, and the whole
thing stapled together, yet it is neat . Willow might like
to jump in on the art work, and others maybe contribute
according to their talents .. About all that is currently
keeping Alix here is Franklin, until this magazine idea
hit, and even so, I guess she is free to go where the action
is . I'd love to see it get born and grow . Maybe Erma could
advise on it too .

I would be interested in knowing what you might decide .

Yours in the Great Work,







4/25/73

Dear Franklin,

I know that you have not been feeling well lately and I hope

that this letter reaehes'-you in better spirits . Helen Briggs

says that she and Jim are planning to bring you down to Phoenix

to see a doctor an nreouperate .- If there is any practical'

assistance I can give Gertrude, Lilian, Gene or Elmer in your

absence, I would be more than glad to move up to Lone Pine, seek

temporary employment and help out in any way that might be re-

quired for an indefinite period of time . (I have two weeks of

vacation coming to me and it is also possible to take a leaves

of absence from my job here in Phoenix .)

A couple of nights ago, I had the following dream: Helen and

Bob Briggs and I are sitting in the-Briggs' den whereupon Helen

Briggs informs both Bob and .myself that you were more or less

planning to leave the physical plane very shortly but-that you

would be persuaded to stay on logger if you considered it of

especial Importance . -

I don't know what you have up your slave so to speak, but I

assure you that it is of especial importance for you to be

available to handle any positive or negitive criticism that

might come up as a result of your books reaching a wider public

due to their up coming publication . Once you've regained your

health and vitality, I think perhaps you will be more inclined

to maintain your will to live a bit longer . On the mat other

hand, it could be that my dream was way off the mark and any

`' encouragement on mY16 part totally irrelevant ; I hope so. In

any case, let me know If there is anyth g I can do for you .



P .O . Box .F, Lone Pine, Ca .
93545
May '5, 1973

Dear Bruce :

That was a very kind offer you made us and vie appreciate
it . However, our plans at present are thus : Helen and
Jim will come up and Franklin will ride back with them,
while Lillian-and I follow (or lead) in our-Mercedes .
That way we can have transportation while there .,
Chances are, when we are ready to come home, we can
leave Phoenix very early before it warms-up and head
north for the high country, so be comfortable most of
the way. Anyway, Franklin can take more heat than most
of us, I think . I reckon Gene and Elmer and Peggy and
the Geshells can make out up here without'us for a spell .

Franklin is back to normal as far as getting around and
doing his book work and little things, but he has no
reserve energy, and sometimes he"feels as'if the body
were trying to break up . However, I think .once he has
this treatment in Phoenix, the rest will fall in line
and he will be his old self again . I think this con-
dition is draining him. Erma assured us the treatment
is no major surgery or anything to worry about . We
intend to keep him around for quite awhile yet .

We certainly had a wonderful experience, having Erma .,
here - and'Ruthie too, who is so,very sweet and such
excellent company, but of course, Erma eclipses every-
body . She won some new people here too, people who
never even hoard of her . Her presence put Franklin at
ease too .'We all have the utmost confidence in her,
especially in company with Fred, another special one .

I have a new toy, just came yesterday - a Sears' .
mimeograph, hand operated . You are welcothe to come
play with it too . I have had calls for lectures, etc .,
and plan to run some off and perhaps sell them at so
much per page,' according to costs . Am hoping Lillian
can help run them off . I'll type the stencils, but
first the stuff has to be edited . She has taken off
quite a few tapes, and I proofread them . Maybe you
have something ready?

Yesterday vie received the jackets for Pathways, which
is due out end of this month . ( $7 .50 .) Julian starts
work on "The Philosophy " early next Fall and it will
probably be in two volumes . That will take longer be-
cause Pathways will just be photographed and there is
nothing to photograph the other from . We do appreciate
the work all of you did in getting out the mimeographed
copy , and we could have sollots more . Orders have
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been pouring in for books ever since Dr . 'Lilly was
first here . Vie don't, however, plan to become wealthy
from these sales . They about offset inflation .

Murray Gregg, printer on our Bulletins, gave me this
paper and some about index card weight, and some he
calls book paper, not as heavy as this, but shiny . I
thought this might be nice for covers on the lectures
and the thinner, or book paper, good for the pages .
He left two'heavy boxes of this, mostly the heavy stuff .
I have cut up the heaviest, a bit of it, for index
cards, and can't think immediately for another use .
Need any? This is not good for letters, just experimenting
on you .

Down to 30 last night but things do not seem to be
hurt . I would to the garden go since I feel an urgency
there too, but looks like rain or snow . Plenty to do
inside or out, however . The Geshells are in their new .
home tho it is far from done .

We'll probably see you shortly in Phoenix . Best of
everything .

Our love,

01, - p r ah ., -c
r ~w
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'P .O . Drawer F
'- Lone Pine, Ca . 93545

Oct. 5, 1977

Dear Pam and Bruce :

First, our many thanks for the tapes which we have
certainly been enjoying . Not quite finished, and I
want to hear-them again . Pam, you read well . There
is no trouble understanding you and I can get quite
engrossed and Yogi is pleased . Thank 'you . Also, we
very much enjoyed your, visit .

We started rounding out plans today for our Arizona
visit and ifjall is well with the folks there, we
take off Nov .-lst . Jim wants to come alon# but we
need him here, so we decided to ship him out about
the middle of this month to your area . He has~invi-
tations to stay at Doroethy's and Helens and, I
believe, with you . I shall write to eachh and find
what is convenient for whom, and maybe you could
all plan together . He will have to be back by the
first . He is,a very helpful person, whether it's a
leaky faucet . gardening or making tapes, etc .

R
We took a bi4ty trip last week for three days just
to get away from it all, up north over a couple of
passes and back home .

No need to mimeograph the big manuscript . Swami
Rama says their Institute will publish it . He also
said he hasnlt read it yet . We had a long talk with
him on the phone . This is wonderful news for us .

Hope to see you soon .

Our love,

-"kj_.,- ~' - C I A


















